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Good Afternoon PPS Families, Friends, Neighbors, and Staff, 
  
Today Governor Baker, along with the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, is releasing 
“Initial Fall School Reopening Guidance.” The full document is attached to this email and will be available 
on our website’s front page at www.pittsfield.net. 
  
We are grateful for the work and worry that went into this document from the Commonwealth and its 
partners. We are likewise grateful for the expertise that we enjoy and appreciate locally and at the state 
level in the medical and health care fields. 
  
As you know, we have been working on three scenarios since early April for reopening: 
 
1. We are fully open and in session for all students with safety precautions in place; 
2. We are both offering live, in-person instruction along with remote instruction on an alternating day or 

week schedule for students; 
3. We are fully remote--as we finished this year. 

  
This is initial guidance, which will be followed up with more (likely much more) guidance in July and 
August. This initial guidance places its priority on students returning to school in safe ways--option 
number 1 in the list above.  
  
Current medical research supports a safe in-person return to school - with preventive measures in place - 
as infection and transmission rates are lower for children than adults (this information is available in the 
appendix of the attached document): 
  
• Preventive measures include masks/face coverings, physical distancing, hand washing, and cleaning 

frequently touched surfaces 
  

• Masks/face coverings will be required for all students in Grade 2 and above and for all adults; they 
are recommended for students in Grade 1 and below 
  

• Based upon current medical research, and in conjunction with other preventive measures, a minimum 
physical distance of three feet has been established (Thank you to  
Tim Pinowar, Superintendent of the Billerica Public Schools for the above paragraph.) 

  
Our leadership team began reviewing these documents late last evening and will continue to do so in 
collaboration with our unions and other colleagues. This will take time and we ask for your patience and 
understanding. 
  
While the Commissioner of Education, Jeff Riley, has communicated parameters in which we must work, 
our local context matters in this planning process, and flexibility is offered to communities and regions 
based on their unique situation. 
  



Your hard work and dedication to learning have helped get through these extraordinary times. The 
dedication, patience, and spirit of collaboration that got us through the first four or five months of the 
pandemic will need to be redoubled to get us through the next 6 months to a year. We are grateful to you 
and to our entire team here in the City and in the PPS. 
  
We are working to set us a dedicated webspace for Reopening 2020, and have a dedicated email address 
where we would ask you to direct your questions and concerns about reopening in the fall: 
reopening2020@pittsfield.net (this email will not be active until tomorrow morning, Friday, June 26). 
We do ask that you please give our team the time we need to fully examine this document and 
provide further guidance to you before sending in questions. We will have further information out 
as soon as we are able.  
  
Our plans to fully reopen will include plans for both students and staff that are unable to return to in-person 
schooling as a result of a health-sensitivity or other health related issues. We anticipate this will remain an 
option until there is a vaccine and/or a cure for COVID-19. 
  
We wish that we could provide every concrete answer you want and deserve. We will do our best as the 
summer progresses. We wish we could guarantee your family and the treasure of your child or children 
absolute, perfect safety every day of their lives. Again, we cannot do this, but we promise to do our very 
best.  
  
Thank you, be well, be safe, and have a peaceful summer. 
    
   Sincerely, 

    
   Jason P. McCandless, Ed.D. 
   Superintendent of Schools 
 


